As first reported in our December 2013 newsletter, the first new generic top-level domains (gTLDs, the group of letters after the "dot" in a domain name) have launched their "Sunrise" registration periods.

As of the date of this newsletter, Sunrise periods are open for the following new gTLDs:

- .shriram
- .RENT
- .xin
- .men
- .tickets
- .courses
- .Miami
- .jprs
- .sakura
- .abogado
- .law
- .film
- .krd
- .game
- .corsica
- .study
ICANN maintains an up-to-date list of all open Sunrise periods [here](http://www.natlawreview.com/article/september-2015-update-gtld-sunrise-periods-now-open). This list also provides the closing date of the Sunrise period. We will endeavor to provide information regarding new gTLD launches via this monthly newsletter, but please refer to the list on ICANN's website for the most up-to-date information - as the list of approved/launched domains can change daily.

Because new gTLD options will be coming on the market over the next year, brand owners should review the list of new gTLDs (a full list can be found [here](http://www.natlawreview.com/article/september-2015-update-gtld-sunrise-periods-now-open)) to identify those that are of interest.
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